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Public NHDA Recognition
Two members of the University
of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service staff received national recognition October 2 at the
National
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Notebook
I heard my mother say so many
times, as I am sure you have
heard yours say too, that no matter how old children get, the maternal mind forever pictures
them as little ones. With a watchful eye always over them, I don't
supopSe a parent ever knows
wheii a child goes from an infant:
to a toddler, to a teen-ager and
on to maturity. Yet, there are so
many times when a parent realizes, with startling clarity, that
there are no more little ones
around the house; the individuals
who sit around the fireside with •
you, who converse with you at
mealtime, who take trips with
you, are suddenly adults.
At our household we have some
few omens of coming events casting their shadows here and there.
R. Paul's frequent discussions of
his desire to be an electrical engineer has become almost a fact
with us now. His preference of the
college he wishes to attend for this
study is under consideration often. Yet, in my mother's heart I
view it as something that will
happen a long way off. I toss off
the fact that he will leave us, as
something I will worry about tomorrow. Today, to me, he is a
little boy, longing for October 23
when he will get his driver's license.
Mary Jo, (fourteen in January)
is the one who really prompts this
bit of sentimental writing. Sunday afternoon we embarked on a
seasonal endeavor of cleaning out
her closet to make way for her
winter clothes. The project developed into an historic and startling milestone. For while we cleared away her SUMMeT garments,
she also decided to put away the
wardrobe of some inanimate little
playmates with whom she has
spent many pleasant hours.
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Banan a rama Added To Festival
Billy Edd Wheeler Among Stars

Mammoth plans for the first International Banana
Festival are on and running. This week, the American
Dairy Princess, Sue Ann .Godderridge of Utah, accepted
an invitation to attend the event to be held in the twin
cities from November 4-9. Besides that, the dairy princesses of Kentucky and Tennessee also will be in attendance. They will join Donna Axum, Miss America of
1964, in the giant parade that will wend its way through
streets of the twin cities on Saturday, November 9.
Meanwhile, Larry Metcalfe, public relations director of the National Banana Association, with John Bohan, representative of a national public relations firm,
were in Fulton Wednesday to map out plans for national
TV, magazine and wire service coverage of the weeklong event. Mr. Bohan, whose firm has offices in Chicago, New York and San Francisco, said that immediate
contacts are being made to get a beauty queen or two,
from Central America.
At the same time, something new has been added to
the program of events. A Banan-a-rama will be held on
the down-town streets of Fulton on Wednesday night,
preceding the Hootenanny on Thursday. Talent from all
Bottom row (1 to r): Jack Simpson, Q,B; Jim Gungle, CW: Tommy Toon, HB, Jimmy
Daugherty, FR; over the area, dance bands, square dances
and anybody
Steve Green, HS; James Counce, E, Wayne Fulcher, G.
who can strum,sing or dance will be asked to participate.
Second row: Richard Perry, manager; Charles Col ley, QB; John Cross, JIB; Darrell Cummings,
JIB;
Festival officials are planning to give as much as
Larry Hicks, E; Tony Taylor, E; Lee Ingrum, G; Ch arles Pennington, G; James Ray, manager.
$500 in prizes for the winning talent acts. Mr. Bohan
Third row: Ronnie McAlister, assistant coach; Robert Moss, T; Bobby McKinney, T; Ronnie
Crabtree, said too, that winners would be invited to
audition on
T; Clayburn Peeples, HB; Steve Schwerdt, C; Billy S tewart, T; Larry Heath, G; Gary Isbell, E; Roy Carthe Ted Mack Show.
ver, E; Roland Bell, Coach.
The Fulton Jaycees announced Wednesday that Billy
Fourth row: Dickie Winters, C; David Powell, BB; James Faulkner, G; Clyde Stunson, FB;
Mike Can- Edd Wheeler, the
inimitable "Mr. Rivers" of "Stars In
trell, T; Michael Hamilten,_G.
(Photo Courtesy of Gardner's Studio)
My Crown," has been invited to conduct the Thursday
night Hootenanny. Sonny James, who wrote the top hit
"Young Love," has also been invited to participate on
the program.
Only one phase of the tremendous festival is lagging. That is financial participation by individuals and
commercial firms in the two cities. While a total of $1400
was raised in a radio appeal on Tuesday, the association
is
far from reaching the necessary goal needed to finance
District No. 1
the American
The Fulton High senior class of
Dairy Associationi, Kentucky will 1953 will hold a class reunion on the undertaking.
hold its annual I' eting October October 26, 1963 at the Park TerNathan Wade, president of the Banana Festival As7, 7:30 P. M. in the Woman's Club, race Hotel private dining room.
sociation, said Wednesday: "If we could feel that everyFulton, Kentucky. All members Dinner will be served at 7 p. m.
are urged to attend.
The 1953 senior class president, body in Fulton was behind us financially, we would
J.
D. Pigue, stated, "After talking have no problem in making the banana festival the most
On the agenda will be the election of a director to serve for a the idea over with some of the elaborate event in the history of the region."
Membertwo-year term, and the selection classmates, a decision was reached ships at $25.00
may
be
sent
to
Mr.
Wade.
to
extend an invitation to upper
of a Dairy Princess to represent
THE RED DEVILS OF SOUTH FULTON, 1963

A Candidate Comes To Town

Dairy Group To
Hold Annual
Meeting.ere

Fulton Seniors
Of 1953 Plan
Class Reunion
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There was the little Tiny Tears
doll, without which no little girl's
life was complete some several
years ago. How well I remember
looking everywhere for Tiny Tears
to greet Mary Jo on Christmas
I*10510Cratit
morning. There seemed to be a
box full of clothes for Tiny Tears,
so we marked them neatly and put
Campaign Ladies On The Trail!
them in a special place on the
closet shelf. The Barbee dolls
It's VOTE DEMOCRATIC ALL THE WAY for this
were of a more mature plateau in
croup of ladies
litthis
who visited with Harry Lee and Laura Waterfield Monday
first
When
life.
Mary Jo's
when the
tle "child" entered her "family", couple was here. Left to right are: Mrs.
Ward
Bnshart,
Mrs.
Felix
only a few garments were needed.
Gomm, Jr., Mrs. Guy Hale, Mrs. Waterfield, Mrs. Ethel McDaniel
As Mary Jo's horizons broadened,
so did the Barbee doll's wardrobe. and Mrs. Jane Edwards.
When first we bought pajamas,
robes and shorts sets, each subsequent birthday brought presents
for Mary Jo's Barbele that included evening clothes, football sportswear, dinner dresSes. I don't suppose I realized then that it wasn't
the Barbee doll that was growing
up; it was Mary Jo.
For the most part she has been
a good "mother" to her large doll
family. Oh, there's a broken leg
here, a bald spot of hair there, and
numerous serious injuries nearly
everywhere among her family.
She has a name for every one of
her "children." As far as I can
see she has no favorites. I could
not help but notice that Mary Jo
found in each of her doll's a different personality. She remembered too, when each of them joined
her brood.
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Agents' Association meeting in
Salt Lake City, Utah.
Mrs. Lucille E. Warren, Extension home demonstration agent
in Bullitt county, and Mrs. Bertha Corbitt McLeod, Fulton county home agent, are among those
receiving Distinguished Service
awards at the convention.
In announcing the awards, the
Kentucky Association gives these
statements about the work of the
two agents:
"Lucille Warren is a truly dedicated home economist; she takes
pride in doing good work. She endeavors to be of service to many
people and is happiest when helping others.
"Bertha McLeod has served as
good-will ambassador in many
parts of the world as she has
traveled about, always seeking
ways to understand and know
about people in whose homes she
visited."
Mrs. McLeod is a native of
(Continued on page ten)

Mrs. McLeod

1

this district at the pate-wide and lower classmates who live in
meeting in Louisville in6February. Fulton or a short drive to return
to Fulton. Realizing that a lot of
A representative of the Ameri- friends from these groups would
can Dairy Association will be pre- enjoy being together and talking
sent to give a report, answer and that there are a lot of these
questions ,and join in discussions. friends in Fulton or close by, the
Groups co-operating in this Dis- door is open to them, also."
A program is planned to foltrict Meeting are the University
of Kentucky's Extension Service, low the dining and the latter part
Kentucky Farm Bureau Fedexa- of the evening will be spent socialtion, Kentucky Artificial Breeding izing, a lot of talking and dancing.
Association, and the State DepartAll reservations must be in by
ment of Agriculture.
October 24. A smorgasbord dinner
of three meats, seven vegetables,
numerous salads and other delicious food will be served. The reservation fee for the dinner is
$2.50. Mail your reservation today,
with number of guests, to Mrs.
Jerry (Shirley Easley) Hawks,
Route 1, Fulton, Kentucky.

General Meeting
Of Woman's Club
To Be Friday

The first general meeting of the
club year of the Fulton Woman's
Club will lie held in the club home
tomorrow, Friday, at 2:30 p. m.
The
Home & Garden
Department will be in charge of
the meeting. Mrs. J. 0. Lewis,
chairman, will present Mrs. Arch
Huddleston, who will give a review of the book "Flower Chronicles." Floral arrangements will
be exhibited, including specimen,
dried and permanent flowers.

Fulton Golfers
New Champions
Fulton has walked away with
the season championship in the
tri-state golf team play.
Overall medalist Monday was
Mary Jane Harris, with an 83, of
Paducah Country Club. Betty
Lowry, Murray, with a 32, won
putt honors.
First flight, Betty Vowel], Fulton, 84; second flight, Margaret
Titsworth, Paducah Country Club,
91; third flight, Virginia Harp,
Mayfield, 86, and fourth flight,
Alice Rothrock, Paxton Park, 91,,

The Board of Directors will
meet for luncheon in the private
dining room at the Derby at 12:15
That's What Hans Svenson (left) and his wife Barbro (center)
say p. m. on the same date, with Mrs.
When we successfully crowded to Harry Lee Waterfield as the Swedish newspaper
couple visited at Vyron Mitchell, president, in
the doll beds on the shelf I real- the
Derby Cafe Monday morning.
charge of the business meeting.
ized that I wasn't very successful
in crowding out of my mind the
fact that I was closing the book
an a chapter of childhood and
making way for the exciting life
of a junior miss. It isn't easy. And
yet I know now, that I have been
Barbro and Hans Svenson did lieutenant-governor as well as the
together they have been on gen- the East Coast will take them into
exposed to the transition for many not plan their vacation so that candidate's wife.
eral assignment in New York. Mississippi, a trek along the Gulf
months. There was the time when they could siee a real, live political
You see, Monday morning was Having completed their American Coast and on
to Atlanta where
we looked all over everywhere for gathering in motion, but they saw coffee time for Laura and
Harry mission the Svensons decided to they will visit some historic landthat first pair of shoes with tiny one anyway. And they're mighty Lee Waterfield. A
huge crowd see these United States like any marks of the Civil War.
heels. Then there was the decision glad they did.
was out to welcome the Water- American tourist.
If the Svensons had not spoken
as to how to keep silk stockings
The Svensans, both reporters, fields and the Svensons took the
En route to Memphis, they had to a soul to reveal their Swedish
from falling down. The first faint and distinguished ones, on Stock- whole event
in stride, and with been in Hannibal, Missouri to take accents, the casual observer
would
smear of ever-oo-light lipstick holm's largest morning daily, great pleasure,
too.
a good look at the Mark Twain have identified them as being from
was an eventful plateau, too!
stopped at the Derby Restaurant
In an interview with the Sven- country. They found the area al- the Scandinavian
country. Blond,
Monday morning for a mid-morn- sons, this reporter learned that most
as they had read about it. blue-eyed and vivacious, both
There are also many events in ing repast. When they left they Hans has
been in America since They were extremely impressed seemed to take in every
enthusithe lives of robust boys to remind knew about Fulton's upcoming in- early June
pinch-hitting for the with the beautiful landscape astic conversation at the
Derby
us that time marches on. But noth- ternational Banana Festival, the New York
correspondent of the around Cairo, Illinois and had on Monday.
ing is quite so penetrating to the Kentucky political campaign find Swedish
newspaper, Dagens Ny- some nice things to say about
A little more prying by this rehuman heart and mind as when a had the pleasure of meeting the hater.
His wife, Barbro joined him what portion of Kentucky
porter brought to light the fact
they
little girl puts her dolls away.
State's leading
candidate for in America a short time later and had seen. Their
return trip to that Barbro has also had her share

We'd Like To .... But Good Luck!

The Circus Is
Former Citizens,
Coming To Town! Billy Gores, In
It's Here Today Killebrew Shop
The Fulton Band Parents Club
is sponsoring the Hoxie Brothers
Circus in Fulton for a matinee and
night performance on Thursday,
October 3.
The Hoxie Brothers Circus, well
known through this area, will put
up its tent in the old Kitty League
Ball Park. The matinee performance will be at 3:15 p. m. and the
evening performance at 8 p. m.
A percentage of the advance
ticket sales will go to the Band
Parents Club for the purchase of
new instruments. Everyone is
urged to contact members of the
Fulton High School Band for these
tickets.
CHEERLEADERS' CLINIC
Representatives from 350 high
schools in West Tennessee, West
Kentucky and Southeast Missouri
have been invited to attend the
sixth annual Cheerleader Clinic
to be held October 7 at The University of
Tennessee Martin
Branch. This will be the first major event to be held in the sunken
basketball arena of UTMB's new
Physical Education Building.
JOIN THE BANANA BUNCH

Swedish Reporters Get First Hand View ofPoliticking,BananaEvent
of interesting experiences in the
newspaper world. When Princess
Christina of Sweden entered Radcliffe College this Fall, Barbro
was there to cover the story. But
this was not Barbro's first visit to
America. She was here in 1960
when the Swedish Airlines System
made its maiden flight from
Stockholm to Los Angeles. And
guess who was on board at that
time. Princess Margarita, also of
Sweden.
Barbro brought out an interesting facet of Swedish newspapering. In Sweden, she said, Royalty
(Continued ow page no)

Announcement is made this
week that Mr. and Mrs. Billy Gore,
native Fultonians who have been
residing in Paducah for the past
ten years or so, have returned to
Fulton and are now associated in
business with Louise Killebrew at
Killebrew's Flower Shop on Commercial Avenue.
The Gores have moved back to
Fulton and are presently making
their home at 210 Green Street.
Mrs. Gore, the former Ann
Godfrey, has gained valuable experience in the floral field with
Rottgering's of Paducah.

Make-up Doses
For Vaccine To
Be Given Sunday
Make-up shots for the Sabha
Oral Vaccine will be given this
week-end, Health Nurse Geri
Braswell reported today. All three
doses will be given on Sunday,
October 6 at Hickman from one
until five p. rn.
In Fultcs‘ the doses will be given from five until nine p. m. at
the Health Center. While all three
types of doses are available, only
one type dose at a time will be
given.

Candidates In
Rally Tonight
A South Fulton political rally
will be held at 7 p. m. tonight
(Thursday) on the Piggly Wiggly
parking lot, sponsored by the Fulton Jaycees.
The three candidates for mayor
and the ten for the city council
In South Fulton will be given a
few minutes to speak and to answer questions.
The public is invited to attend.

Harry Lee Waterfield, With Rich Background Of
Public Service Makes Known Views Of Government
"Be honest, and be able to know
the difference between right and
wrong.If you do what's right, the peo)le get along all right. If you do
what's wrong, the people suffer."
This is a cornerstone of the philosophy of Harry Lee Waterfield, Democratic nominee for lieutenant governor.
The running-mate of Ned Breathitt brings to the ticket a background
rich in governmental experience - a
background of service to the people
of Kentucky that dates back to 1937.
That was the year when Waterfield was elected to the House of Representatives. He has served six terms
in the House and twice was its Speaker. He was lieutenant governor from
1955 to 1959 with former Gov. A. B.
Chandler.
Often he says the years from
1943 to 1947 were the worst Kentucky has had in progress. Waterfield
was Speaker during those years when
Republican Simeon Willis was governor and the Legislature was predominantly Democratic.
"Gov. Willis is a fine gentleman
and an able jurist," Waterfield says,
"but no Republican governor can get
along with a Democratic Legislature."
Waterfield, in his speeches across
Kentucky, is hitting on the theme that
stalemate will result in the remote
event that a Republican is elected
governor.
Assisting Waterfield on the campaign trail is his charming wife,
Laura. She is pleasant, friendly and
warm. She comes from LaCenter in
Ballard County.
W4,terfie1d graduated from MurCollege in 1932, went into
State
ray

the weekly newspaper business at
Clinton in 1933, and married Laura
the same year. They have two daughters and a son. The daughters are married and Harry Lee II is a junior at
the University of Kentucky.
Waterfield now runs a highly
successful insurance company in Lexington although his roots are still tied
to Western Kentucky, where he publishes the Hickman County Gazette
and operates a farm.
The Clinton publisher wants to
see Kentucky's economy grow and
bloom. He feels that his insurance
company is one way to keep money in
the state. "I'm for spending money in
Kentucky if the product is available,"
he declares.
Waterfield recognizes that job
opportunity in Kentucky is probably
the state's most urgent need. "We
have a 10-point plan to get 75,000 new
jobs during the next four years," he
notes.
And what Waterfield talks about
on the campaign trail he believes in.
He mentions "fiscal and financial integrity."
Born in Calloway County on
Jan. 19, 1911, Waterfield spent his
early boyhood attending rural schools
and working on the family farm.
After his graduation from IyIurray High School and college, he,first
entered the newspaper business at
LaCenter with the Weekly Advance.
He later for a while owned the Carlisle County News at Bardwell and
the Fulton Daily Leader at Fulton. In
1942, he was elected president of the
Kentucky Press Association.
Waterfield is a member of the
Christian Church, a Mason, Rotarian,
the Farm Bureau and the Chamber of
Commerce.

Crimes By Juveniles Increasing At Alarming Rate;
Laws Pertaining To Such Cases In Need Of Review
If Harry Roberts, Commonwealth's Attorney for this district,
had his way about it, many of the
juvenile delinquency cases involving
youngsters under 18 years of age
would be given "adult" treatment
both in the courts and in the press.
And, after hearing his arguments
in the matter, we are inclined to agree
with him—and so is most of the Fulton Rotary Club, to which Mr. Roberts delivered his remarks last week.
At the present time, you see,
Kentucky law absolutely prohibits
any but private, tight-lipped dealing
with police cases involving juveniles
under 18 unless rape or murder is involved. A gang of young toughs may
hijack an auto, beat up its occupants
and throw them out, steal the car and
wreak all manner of destruction and
still get off with no trial, no sentence
and no punishment.
A couple of juveniles may enter
the home of an aged person or persons, rob the occupants, beat them
and leave them for dead and, when
apprehended, get off with no punishment whatever. What's more, law
protects their names from ever appearing in print.
Juveniles may—as they have
done in the Purchase—embark on a
long series of robberies without fear
of punishment or confinement if they
are caught.
Roberts cited no names of course,
but enumerated a long list of crimes
perpetrated in this area by juveniles
which deserved much more than the
token—if any—punishment that was
meted out, and yet he said that Kentucky is regarded as having a
"model" juvenile law that is being
studied and copied by many other
states.
In theory, the law was probably
meant to be a good one. It protects the
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name of a youngster who gets caught
early in a criminal career and reforms; the law shields him and affords
him another chance without the stigma of a criminal being on him. That's
fine, Roberts pointed out. In such a
case he is all for the law and for such
people the law is a good law.
But how about the habitual of
fenders: the youngster who is caught
stealing from a retail store when he is
12; who is caught stealing an auto
when he is 14; who is caught with a
break-in gang after a series of robberies when he is 15; who seriously
beats up an elderly person by the time
he is 17? This youngster is grooming
himself for a life of crime, and the law
is protecting him while he gets himself ready, by letting him off.
Juveniles are no fools, as Roberts
pointed out. They well know, in Kentucky what they can get away with
and many are prepared to go the
limit, knowing they will be released
and their names will not get into
print.
How many of such cases as this
do-we have in this area? Plenty, Robezts points out, but hastens to mention further that he cannot name any
of them although they all come before him in his official duty as Commonwealth Attorney.
The answer seems to be that
handling of such cases must be left to
the discretion of the Commonwealth's
Attorney to dispose of as he sees fit.
For a one-time offender when the
crime is not of great magnitude, Roberts recommends no publicity and
private disposition; for crimes involving more offenses, Roberts emphatically urges normal prosecution, trial
by jury and adult punishment as deserved.
What are the chances for such a
change-over in the law? We do not
have any idea, other than to urge the
Governor to make a careful study of
the situation and to recommend any
changes that his study would suggest.
If we have juveniles on the loose willfully bent on crime and deliberately
hiding behind the law, we think that
a wrathful public will want to know
more—and soon.

TRICTLY BUSINESS

had be4an "substantially correct,"
but admitted that the expression,
"with inimitably bar' grace," perhaps should have been modified.
"But," it concluded, "he certainly
did not take it gracefully."

by Mehoatters

During the week under review,
Kentucky newspapers began publishing the first detailed lists of
casualties suffered by Kentucky
regiments of the Union Army in
the Battle of Chickamauga, which
had been fought September 19 and

20.
Confederate soldiers who had
been captured at Chickamauga
were still flowing north, a military prison at Louisville receiving
them as they came in over the
Louisville and Nashville railroad
and holding thean until they could
be sent in special trains to Camp
Douglas, a pris-n-of-war camp
near Chicago. On one day during
this week, 800 were shipped out.

FROM
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What One falls for indicates what one stands for.
It is easier to be critical than correct.
It takes a weak character to tell a strong lie.
Warm-hearted folks never treat others cool.
People who know the most usually talk least.
A boiled-down talk is never dry.
What you have in your head is more important than what you
have on it
Clean people never give dirty digs.
It isn't necessary to blow out the other person's light to let
your own shine.

October 1, 1963
The management of the Fulton
Malco Theatres has made some
decided improvements in the general appearance of the front and
marquee of both the Fulton and
Orpheurn Theatres.
Billy Bell has been elected editor of the South Fulton "Eagle",
school paper of thle senior class
of South Fulton. Other members
of the staff are: Dorothy Robey,
assistant editor; Josephine Shankle, business manager;Peggy Hutchens, assistant manager; Charlene
Sanford, news editor; Elizabeth
Nell Sanders, society editor;
ginia Lee Jolly and Leon Rice,
Fports editors; Jackie Matthews,
Dorothy Valentine,
columnist;
f-ature editor.
William Scott, who has been
in the U. S. Army Signal Corps,
stationed at Fort Benjamin Harrison, has been honorably disw back at home.
charged and is
n discharged
He has not
e of his own,
through any ch
dical standards
but because of
y. He will rerequired by the
sume his duties as manager of
Fry's Shoe Store.
Mrs. Ruby Neisler and Mrs.
Martha Britton entertained with
a birthday dinner on September
26, honoring their daughter and
sister, Mrs. Robert Burns of East
Prairie, Mo. Those present were
Robert Burns and children, Bobbie, Betty and James; Mrs. William F. Burns and son Junior;
Mrs. Martha Britton and children,
Jerry and Sue; Joe Collins, Heark
Lynch, Mrs. Ruby Neisler and son
Billy and the honoree.
Members of the Fulton Fire Department were hosts to a chicken
supper on September 23 at the
City Hall, honoring the city councilmen and various city employees. A delicious supper was
served to: J. S. Mills, supervisor
of the I. C.; Buddy Oberlie and
Harold Joyce, Malco employees;
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A good listener is not only popular everywhere, but after a
while he knows something.

Let's

—Wilson Mizner
Till in his fold 'they gently fall asleep.
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"We bad a terrific year making 'Brand X' products
for TV commercials!"
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GOODWILL WORKERS

Ronald Jones, P. G. Boyd, K. P.
Dalton, L. F. Brown, Gip McDade,
W. H. Boaz, Mayor T. T. Boaz, Dr.
J. L. Jones, Mrs. Mary Chapman,
Mrs. Howard Edwards, Mrs. K. P.
Dalton, Mrs. J. W. Gordon, Mrs.
Harry Moss Latta, R. W. Burrow,
Haynes Bryan, Arch Luther, R. V.
Putnam, Frank Wiggins, Edward
Crutchfield, Charles Gregory and
Chester Murrell.

'Tis not for pity's sake alone
That Goodwill Industries are know
Their leaders do their best to find
Some useful labor for the blind.
Within the body anguish twists,
They know that courage still exists
Despite the loss that flesh sustains
Unharmed the spirit still remains.
Some figures slow are deftly skilled,
Worn things with patience they rebuild.
However crippled arm or leg,
Stout hearts would rather work than beg.
Count up the profits. Gain aside,
Are honor, independence, pride,
Tasks bravely done and self-respect
Blessed indeed. The world is mine!

Mrs. Clifton Morris was hostess
to the members of the Thursday
night bridge club at the home of
her brother, I. M. Jones. High
score went to Miss Adolphus Latta
and bridge bingo was wan by Mrs.
eWitt Matthews, who was a
"visitor. Pie and coffee were Served
to the players.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. White entertained members of their supper
club in their home on the Mayfield highway on September 23.
The regular club members and
five visitors, Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell McDade, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Beadles and Mrs. Elizabeth Snow,
were present. A delicious supper
was served at seven o'clock, after
which the group enjoyed games of
bridge. Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Weaks
were the prize winners for the
members and received war stamps.
Maxwell McDade held guest high
and his prize was a double deck
of cards.
W. R. Reed of St. Petersburg,
Fla., announces the engagement
and approaching marriage of his
sister, Mary Rebecca Reed of
Jackson, Tenn., to R. L. Crockett
of Fulton. The wedding will be
solemnized October 3, 1943, in the
First Baptist Church in Jackson.
Billy Gore, Malco employee,
who is leaving October 2 for service in the U. S. Navy, was honored Tuesday night, September
28, with a party in the playroom
at the Orpheum Theatre by the
Malco employees. Bingo games
were enjoyed during the evening,
after which hot dogs and drinks
were served.

100 Years Ago This Week
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PHILOSOPHY

Laugh a little — love a little As you go your way!
Work a little — play a little, Do this every day!
Give a little — take a little, Never mind a frown—
Make your smile a welcomed thing All around the town!
Laugh a little — love a little Skies are always blue!
Every cloud has silver linings—But it's up to you!
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SINCERITY always carries the most weight in our relationship to
others. There is something compelling and genuine which radiates
from a sincere person. The principal obstacles to influencing others
are insincerity and inconsistency.

Greenfield Monument Works

F1101

In Operation 11 Years

* Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
Pub=
Call 124

Greenfield
AD 3-2293

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.
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An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Kentuck', as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission
I

By JOE JORDAN

One hundred years ago this
week John H. McHenry, who on
the face of the returns had been
defeated by George H. Yea/Tian
for the Kentucky Second District
seat in the U. S. Congress, published a notice that he intended to
contest the election on grounds of
intimidation, fraud, and threats
of violence by Union Army officers and mien.

A

had expressed intentions to vote
for him were denied furloughs,
while those who wanted to vote
for his opponent were granted
furloughs to go home and cast
their ballots. A few days later,
commanding officers of the two
infantry regiments published denials of this charge.

McHenry said soidiers had erased his name from the poll books
in McLean County, and in Henderson County had seized the
books to prevent the recording of
votes that had been cast for him.
He declared that threats had been
made that soldiers would impress
"horses and other property" of
citizens who voteg for him, and
when certain persons nevertheless
did cast ballots for him, their
horses later were impressed by
"a captain of the Third Kentucky
Cavalry," a Union Army regiment.

"A very prominent Baptist minister of this city," the Louisville
Journal reported,
"has been
preaching sermons which are at
least intemperate, if not disloyal,
in the estimation of military authorities. He was requested very
respectfully to appear before Col.
Hanson and answer to the charges,
which he did yesteisdat." The
story said the minister pleaded not
guilty, but "thle inexorable but
courteous Provost Marshall administered to him an oath to support and sustain the Government
of the United States. He took it
with inimitable 1-nel grace."

He charged the military with
requiring voters to take "oaths of
loyalty unknown to any law—
military, civil, or divine." In the
Eleventh and Twenty-sixth Kentucky (Union) Infantry and Third
Kentucky (Union) Cavalry regiments, he charged, soldiers who

The Tournal story had not
identified the minister, but within a few days the Rev. R. M. Dudley was quoted by the Louisville
Democrat as having denounced
the Journal account as incorrect.
The Journal, re-examining the
case, declared its original story
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Use a PCA Loan to Buy
FEEDER CATTLE this FALL'',

East Sta
Ammiiimma

You'll do better with PCA ... Interest wise and otherwise.
Funds are available on dates you specify or "on call" as you
need them. You con buy FEEDER CATTLE when the PRICE IS
RIGHT — In your favor.

PCA Interest Cost _
is LOW —
— Real LOW
You pay only 6% Simple interest on a PCA loon. Interest stops
on each dollar the day it is repaid. Simple interest. on your
doily outstanding balance at 6%, means lower cost for the
us* of the money. Buy the Feeder Cottle you need with o PCA
Loan. PCA Loons are available for practically all form produe•
lion and horne needs.

"You'll Do Better with PCA
\See Your Local PCA FIRST"

JACKSON PURCHASE
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION
WARREN BARD
Clinton, Ky.
9 Phone OL 3-5161

JOHN P. WILSON
Fulton Co. Field Ofc. mgr.
Hickman Co. Field Ofc. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky. Phone 2508

KE

AMERICA'S
COMPANY, I
BOURBON I
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40 Young Men
To Be Awarded
UK Scholarships

et
a

By Mrs. Clarice Beadurant

. Rev. James Holt filled his regular appointment at New Salem
Church on Sunday, September 22,
where he is serving until the
High schools and district high- church calls a pastor for tht ensuway engineers throughout t' e state ing year.
ing ii formation on the The newhome of Mr. and Mrs.
a-e ref
rocess of selecting 40 young men Randall Brown s coming right
who next spring will be awarded along on the Latham-Dukedom
freshman scholarships to the Uni- . road. It is a modern structure and
*rally of Kentucky College of a nice addition to that area.
Engineering. The scholarships will
Mr. Buton I,a_asiter, his son
be awarded by the State Depart- Leslie and Miss Barbara Carroll
ment of Highways.
attended the Mid-South Fair in
A scholarship applicant must be Memphis September 23, along
a prospective 1964 graduate of an with the FFA class of Palmersaccredited Kentucky high school, ville HighSchool.
or a 1963 graduate who has a satMrs. T. T. Harris is a patient
isfactory employment record with in Hillview Hospital where she is
the Highway Department. He must being treated for a deep cold and
rank in the upper two-fifths of his infection.
high school class and be recomBro. Charles Wall filled his remended by his principal or mathe- gular appointment at Knob Creek
matics teacher.
Church of Christ on September
Applicants also will be required 22, meeting hih congregation on
to take the American College Test, time.
which will be offered at 32 points
Forrest Darnell has recently
throughout the state on designated under gone major surgery in
dates. The first examination will Memphis Baptist Hospital and his
be given November 9, but Octob- family is at his bebside. The poper 12 Is the deadline for register- ular postmaster at Dukedom has
ing for this test.
all good wishes for a quick response to treatment and a bette
report very soon is wished by all
Let's Go Fishing
friends around here.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Rose hate
purchased the Puckett's Floral
Shop in Dukedom and began
work there about ten days ago.
on Reelfoot Lake
I spent the weekend of SeptOne mile below Samburg
ember 21 with my aunt, Mrs.
$3.00 Maud Vincent, and family. Mrs.
Motor Boats
Outboard & paddle .. • 61.00
Vincent is improved and is able
to be up a portion of the time.
Baits and guides

SUNSET COURT

—Don Sensing—
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• CAYCE NEWS

JOIN THE BANANA BUNCH

Editors Visit New Lodge Construction
TRAVEL EDITORS AND COUNSELORS at Buckhorn Lake State Park in
Perry County are shown complete plans ?or the 24-room luxury lodge and other
construction under way there by Cattle Lou Miller (extreme right), commissioner of the State Department of Public Information. From the left are Robert Montgomery, editor of Scenic South, Standard Oil of Kentucky publication,
In Louisville; Mrs. Earl Shaw, Evansville; David Stucker, travel counselor for
the Louisville Automobile Club; Lou Weber, director of touring for the Cincinnati Automobile Club; Mrs. Jan Carter, travel counselor for the Blue Grass
Automobile Club, Lexington; Glen Lashley, editor of the national Automobile
Association of America magazine, American Motorist, Washington, D. C.; and
Quentin Allen, writer for the State Division of Tourist and Travel Promotion.
In bac'- are John Lyon, supervisor of State Travel Information Centers, and
Earl L. aw, editor of the Evansville (Ind.) Courier. They were among the
travel folk on a special compact tour of Eastern Kentucky mountain-area

tourist attractions. Circulation of publications represented total 1.5 million.

Latest Record Hits

TV SPECIALS

Pop - Religious - Western

33 AND 45 RPM;
HIFI,STEREO
Joy Lynn Records

Now Portables

$139.95, up
WOOD & PRUITT TV

Phone 260

308 Walnut
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Lots of good used sets

"WE SERVICE ALL MAKES"
Phone 211
300 Walnut

L. C. (DOC) ADAMS

UM6 WOO
For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands - Fulton

to
Les
?.rs

You'll Say they're delicious!

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Fulton. Hy.

Lake Street

We are in the market to fill your

PURCHASE ORDERS
We have a good and complete supply of

FERTILIZERS AND SEED
Including barley, oats, rye, wheat, vetch, crimson,
Kenland, Ladino and white clovers, grasses, etc.

ACIat;cralSM.
East State Line

Phone 202 - 602
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Senior Has Wonderful Experience At
International Relations Institute
have are a new slant on foreign
relations, a much better understanding of
communism, and
International — that was the scores of new friends from everytheme of the second Institute on where on this earth.
International Relations sponsored
in July by the University of Louisville. Attending this ten-day NORWEGIAN GLACERS
Institute is surely one of the great- REVERSING TREND
OSLO — Although Norweigian
est,-most exciting experiences of
glaciers have steadil, receded fol.'
my life.
There I was thrown into many the past 200 years, virtually all of
new and different situations. I them are now nearly 4 feet thickwas there for the purpose of learn- er than they were a year ago.
ing about and discussing the re- Even greater gains have been
made by Hardanger glacier, which
lations of other countries to each
is now 1,152 feet thick.
other and to the States and vice
versa.
For ten days, thirty-three Kentucky high school juniors absorbed
lectures and films on foreign relations in all its aspects. We focused
our attention on one area of the
world at a time-Europe, the Middle East, and Latin America. Of
course we included the U. S. S. R.
and China. The lectures were
given by Dr. George Brodschi, a
Rumanian-born educator who has
been an American for twenty-five
years. He brought out in his talks
that many factors make up international relations, factors economic, political, cultural, and historical.
For me, the most interesting day
was the day we focused on communism. I didn't really have a
concrete concept of communism
before last summer. The word
merely conjured a picture of an
evil force which America opposes.
We learned the theory of international relations, and right
away I began putting that theory
into practice. There were students
and teachers from all over the
world who were at the University
for the Institute. We were offered
many opportunities to talk with
these people and discover over
and over how much we all had in
common.
At the Institute I learned so
much. But the main things I now
By Carolinda Hales
"From the FHS Kennel"

taste
that flavor
through
and through!

KENTUCKY TAVERN
AMERICA'S BEST PREMIUM BOURBON, PROUDLY PRESENTED BY &MORE DIST
COMPANY, LOUISVILLE-OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY 8-YEAR OLD KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY, N PROOF. ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF BOTTLES-Re- BOND

RUPTURE
IT'S HERE
fhe Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Appioved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.

Does a matter
of money...

,For the
'GOLDEN Yi
altt.;r‘ 43

KENTUCKY
TAVERN
Taste what extra age can do—

W. M. U. MEETING
The quarterly meeting of the
Fulton County Association, W. M.
U., will be held at 7:30 p. m.,
October 7, at the Crutchfield Baptist Church;

HELP PROTECT
ro THE
"PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for a fora
mula like this— with extra potency to support a positive senses
well-bsing and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes. u well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protsctioa
desirshls for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsulesIAD
CITY MUG CO.
VEIVrON, WY

FINANCE
IN FULTON
INSURE I
IN FUTON I
Prompt, Courteous
SERVICE
Up To 36 Months
To Pay On
New Models

The Fulton News, Thursday, Oct. 3, 1963

sorriething big to ride with grownups ... and it is ..• but not on a tractor. If two should ride on tractors, the manfacturers would have
Vetime
built two seats, it is just that simple. I know that it is very difficult to say NO to the little fellows,
a& de
but it is necssary.
With harvest season here we
744st
need to be extra careful. Harvest
accidents account for more than
100,000 farm work mishaps and a
very large number of people are
With JIM PRYOR
disabled as a result of burrying
aericeberel Agent, Omsk =Astral aellreall
and being careless with farm
machinery during harvest periods.
This is a title farmers normally In these days of more mechanizaare proud to receieve, but in this tion in farming, I am afraid wi
I
case I would say all would be 'will
have even more farm houri
pleased to remain last. Farm acci- lost as fewer people try to do till
dents claim from 3500 to 4000 lives job in order to cut costs and
each year; more than any other corners.
major industry. Farm safety week
This is one area of farming on
rums during the last of July each which we need to work hard to
year. I would like to think of farm be last. I think we could help each
safety week beginning Monday other to prevent farm accidents
morning at daylight and ending by advising with your neighbors.
Sunday evening after dark, every Other can see your hazards more
week of the year. There can never readily than you, since you see
be enough stress placed on farm the farm every day. Look around
safety. Well over a million farm the farmstead and see if you have
people suffer accidents, injuries an accident just ready to happen.
or other troubles resulting from Could the pitch fork be turned up
accidents annually. Many farm in the hay right now. or is the secaccidents could have been avoided tion harrow behind the tobacco
if only a few precautionary safety barn in the weeds?
measures had been adopted by
Remember, most farm accidents
farm owners, managers and em- are caused by carelessness or
ployees.
haste, here caution can be very
There is a grest need for a plan- profitable. Slow down and live!
ned program of work to avoid
farm accidents, the same as is
WASHINGTON — An alternate
practiced in other industry. In
farm safety, 5 minutes of caution name for "sodium carbon-xyraethcould easily prevent 5 months pain ly cellulose" recently approved
or even death! Seldom a week by the U. S. Food and Drug Adpasses that I fail to see a person ministration is "cellulose gum."
terminology refers to
with a small child either in the Either
process cheese, cheese
"cheese,
riding.
the
tractor.
on
seat or
This is not fair to the youngster, foods, cheese spreads, and other
since all of them think it is really related foods."

NOTICE!
As Of October 5, 1963
WE WILL BE FORCED TO SELL, FOR CLEANING CHARGES, ANY ORDER HERE THAT IS
OVER 90 DAYS OLD. THIS IS DUE TO THE
EXCESSIVE ACCUMULATION OF OLD ORDERS OF DRY CLEANING.

0. K.PARISIAN
East State Line

Phone 130

Fultoss

stand between
you and a curl

LOW COST AUTO LOANS
$500 PER $100
PER YEAR ON NEW MODELS
Get The Best Deal When You Finance
As Well As
The Best Deal When You Trade

City National Bank
Installment Loan Departmeni

SEE THE 1964

KENTUCKY
MOTOR COMPANY

CADILLACS THURS. OCTOBEP 3rd.
OLDSMOBILES FRI. OCTOBER 4th.
Page 4
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DEATHS
Cleo Melvin Murphy
Funeral services for Cleo Melvin Murphy, 41 year old truck
driver of Crutchfield, were held
October 1 in Hornbeak Funeral
Home with Bro. Paul Wright officiating. Interment was in Pleasant View Memorial Gardens. Mr.
Murphy died September 29 of a
gunshot wound.
He was a World War II veteran.
Surviving are his father, F. M.
Murphy of Crutchfield; his mother, Mrs. Ethel Bell Arant Murphy
of Union City; two daught:rs, Mrs.
Glenn Wilson and Miss Gail Murphy of Union City; a granddaughter, Treva Wilson of Union City;
two brothers, three sisters and a
step-brother.

Mrs. Martha Covington
Mrs. Martha Ann Kalotz Covington, 76, died September 30 in
Haws Memorial Nursing Home.
Her husband, William Noah Covington, preceded her in death in
1961.
Services were held October 1 in
Whitnel alpineral Home chapel
with Rev.'A. B. Adams of Martin
officiating. Burial was in Fairview
Cemetery.
Mrs. Covington is survived by
two dauvhters, Mrs. Dee Ferguson
of Fulton and Mrs. Raymond Bondurant of Martin; three sons, William Covington of Gary, Ind., Ernest Covington of St. Louis and Leo
Covington of Fulton; also a sister,
a brother, 13 grandchildren, six
great grandchildren.

Norman Lee Mathis
.

Norman Lee Mathis, infant son
of Jesse and Roberta Mathis, died
in a military hospital in Newbrucke, Germany on September
26. Funeral services were held
October 2 in the Chapel Hill
Church, with Rev. Stoddard of
Morro, Illinois officiating. Interment, in charge of Whitnel Funeral Home, was in Chapel Hill
Cemetery.

were held
Funeral services
yesterday, October 2, for Paul
Cathey of Pilot Oak, who died
October 1 in the Fulton Hospital.
Services were in the Bethlehem
Methodist Church, with Rev. Norman Crittenden officiating, assisted by Rev. Robert Emerson.
Interment was in the church cemetery, in charge of Jackson Brothers Funeral Home.
Mr. Cathey, who was 61, was a
retired stock clerk for Henry I.
Seigel plant.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Daisy Cathey; a sister, Mrs. Nal
Holden of Water Valley; four
nieces and two nephews.

J. E. Hannephin

J. E. Hannephin of Jackson,
Tenn., formerly of Fulton, died in
Webb - Williamson Hospital in
Jackson on September 28, after a
lengthy illness. He was 88 years of
age.
Funeral services Were held in
Jackson at Smith Funeral Home
on September 30, with gravesside
services that same day in Fairview Cemetery in Fulton, with
Masonic rites.
Mr. Hannephin was past Kentucky grand chancellor of the
Knights of Pythias, past Kentucky deputy grand exalted ruler
of the Elks, past worshipful master of the Fulton Masonic Lodge
and served as city councilman in
Fulton eight years. He had lived
Funeral services were held at
in Jackson for the past thirteen 10:30 A. M. October 2, in Whitnel
years.
Funeral Home for Mrs. Dixie PasHe is survived by his wife, Mrs. chall Pittman, with Rev. Kenneth
Elsie Allen Hannephin of Jackson. Duncan, pastor of the First Baptist Church officiating. Interment
was in Fairview Cemetery.
Mrs. Pittman, wife of T. M.
Pittman and member of a prominent Fulton family, died on SepMrs. Alva Pentecost Tyson, 71, tember 29 at her home in Panama
of Palmersville, died in the Weak- City, Florida.
ley County Hospital in Martin on
The daughter of the late Dr. N.
Tuesday, October 1, at 4:30 p. m., J. Paschall and Sarah Wilson Pasafter an extended illness.
chall, she was born and reared in
Mrs. Tyson, who was born Oc- Fulton, moving away when she
tober 18, 1891, was the daughter married Mr. Pittman.
of the late Robert and Alice ElizaSurviving, in addition to her
beth Hemby Hicks, of Weakley husband, are one son, Ed PasCounty.
chall Pittman, of Panama City
Surviving are her husband, and the following nieces and
Charlie Tyson, of Palmersville; nephews: Miss Martha Smith,
one daughter, Mrs. Jimmy Jack- Miss Mayme Bennett, Joe Bennett
son of Dukedom; three grand chil- of Fulton; Mrs. J. Harry Smith of
dren and one great grandchild; Tiptonville; Mrs. W. H. McGee of
five brothers, Finis and Harvey Vicksburg; Miss Sarah Foster and
Hicks of Jackson, Tenn.; Wayne Mrs. B. T. Jarrett of Memphis;
and Hoyt Hicks of Martin; Henry Jesse Foster of St. Louis; Lee FosHicks of Union City; three sisters, ter of Greensboro, S. C., and Mrs.
Mrs. Perce White, Mrs. Loretta Lee Jack Herbers of Mississippi.
and Mrs. Everett Cooper of Martin.

Mrs. T. M. Pittman

Mrs. Charlie Tyson

She was a member of the Primitive Baptist Church of Palmersvile, where funeral services will
be held this (Thursday) afternoon
at two o'clock. Elder 0. B. Morgan of Princeton, Indiana will officiate. Burial will be in the
church cemetery.

Friends may call at Jackson
Funeral Home in Dukedom until
noon Thursday, when the body
In addition to the parents, a sis- will be removed to the Palmerster and two brothers survive. He ville Primitive Baptist Church,
was the great grandson of Vick where it will lie in state until the
furieral hour.
Henderson of Fulton..

We've still got a bunch of goodies left
come by and say howdy.
Usual savings of 50-90%

RAILROAD SALVAGE CO.
Lake Si. — Fulton, Ky.
Owned & Operated By BOB and PAT CRAVEN
•

THE

TOUCH

Try HEAVEN HILL... so
light and delicate to your taste.
and still only $455 PER FIFTH

6 years old • 90 proof
Kentucky Straight
Bourbon Whiskey
INSTILL'S Lie NTNE1

Paul Cathey

DEMI 11111 lintIttlititS. NIL•SWUM NIL* CUNT.a.
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W. Green, Sr.

Stallins
Mrs. Annie Laura
Green, 80, wife of A. W. Green,
Sr., died suddenly September 28
in the Fulton Hospital.
Funeral services were held September 30 in the First Baptist
Church, with Rev. Robert Moore,
assisted by Rev. Thomas Perkins
and Rev. Kenneth Duncan, officiating. Interment was in Palestine Cemetery with Whitnel Funeral Home in charge.
Mrs. Green was a member of
the Johnson Grove Baptist Church.
She was 80 years of age.
Surviving are her husband; five
sons, Roy, James, A. W. Jr., and
Billy Green, all of Fulton, and
Charles Allen Green of Belleville,
Illinois; five
daughters, Mrs.
Christine Pierce, Mrs. Wallace
Ashby, Mrs. Harold Williamson,
Mrs. Glenn McAlister of Fulton
and Mrs. George Pierce of Sattelite Beach, Florida; also a brother,
three sisters, two half sisters, 26
grandchildren, 11 great grandchildren, several nieces and nephews

Almus Byars,82
Dies In Memphis
Almus Byars, 82, died at 8 a. m.
October 1 in Baptist Hospital,
where he had undergone surgery
for internal injuries suffered in an
accident on Saturday.
A brick mason, Mr. Byars was
working on the building of his
new home when an electric saw
which he was operating hit a
knot in a piece of lumber. The
lumber struck him in the stomach,
causing internal injuries. He was
taken to the Fulton Hospital and
later transferred to Memphis for
surgery.
Funeral services will be held at
2:00 p. m. today, Thursday, in
Knob Creek Church of Christ.
Brother Harry Owen will officiate.
Burial will be in Pinegar Cemetery, in charge of Jackson Brothers Funeral Home.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
May Byars, popular telephone
operator at Dukedom; three sons,
Guy Byars of Fulton, Mitchell
Byars of Jersey City, N. J., Bates
Byars of Dukedom; two daughters,
Mrs. Hettie Rhodes of Mayfield
and Mrs. Scotty Watson of Blytheville, Ark.; one brother Ben Byars
of Dresden; ten grandchildren and
four great grandchildren.

SWEDISH—
(Ccritinued from page one)
never gives interviews to the
press. Any statements coming
from members of the royal family
are related to the press by attaches. "I was able to talk with Princess Christina in America, but in
Sweden I could not," she said.
Hans is city editor of the paper
on which they both work. He has
been on the staff for fifteen years;
Barbro for thirteen years.
Where did they meet? On the
newspaper of course.
They will be returning to their
native country about October 15.
Having explained to them the
reason for the local celebration of
the International Banana Festival
they both regretted not being able
to share it with the rest of America. But, they added, "since it's
international we will carry a story
on it for you."

210 E. STATE LINE, FULTON
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Frieda
Leslie Lassiter, member of FFA
class of Palmersville Hi, where
he is a senior, took away several
prizes on his entry of farm products last Saturday at the Community Fair there.
Reports from the bedside of
Diane Davis. daughter of Rev. and
Mrs. Henry Davis, who is a patient in the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis, are that she remains in
a serious condition, having undergone surgery about ten days ago.
Parents and relatives are at her
bedside. The young miss has many
friends who ar'e much concerned
and hope to have better reports
very soon.

Miss Gloria Ann Bynum took
away prizes at Palmersville Fair
Saturday, first on her sewing,
It couldn't be done by nicer wiiich was a dress made in Home
people, for nicer people!
Ec class; then, second on essay
contest. The teenage lass is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
McLEOD—
Bynum and is a sophomore this
Continued from Page One)
year.
Kerrville, Tenn., and a graduate
of Memphis State Teachers ColFrost came in many places here
lege. She has also done graduate the past Sunday night, when the
work at the University of Tennes- temperature took a tumble over
see, the University of Kentucky, the weekend, but with the exand Peabody University. Before treme dry weather, it is thought
coming to Fulton county as home not to have caused any damage to
agent in 1947, she was home agent late gardens and the remainder of
in Haywood and Madison, Tenn. the hay and tobacco crops. Corn
picking and bean harvest is getHer main accomplishments in ting under way, which will keep
Fulton county have been "leader- all our farmers very busy during
ship development in the adult Ex- the coming autumn months.
tension program and creating international understanding through
Mrs. Dave Mathis spent today,
programs for civic organizations," Monday, with her children, Mr.
according to those who work with and Mrs. Buton Lassiter.
her. She works with 253 Homemakers Club members and 382
Rev. Hoyt Wilson filled the
4-H members tr,.i Fulton county as pulpit at New Salem Baptist
well as with uhorganized groups, Church in the absence of Rev.
civic and farm organizations. James Holt the past Sunday at the
She has attended four meetings of 11 a. m service and at the evethe Associated Country Women of
the World—in Ceylon, Scotland,
Canada, and Australia.

Several Kentucky home agents
are among the home demonstration agents from throughout the
United States attending the ananul convention, Sept. 29-Oct. 2.
Theme of the 1963 meeting is
"Expanding Opportunities." The
Distinguished Service awards were
presented Wednesday, October 2,
at a special recognition brunch.

Mrs. Mantle's
Father Dies
The many friends of Mrs. W. S.
Mantle will regret to learn of the
death of her father, Fred C. Rieff,
84.
Mr. Rieff died in DuQuoin, Illinois at 6 p. m., October 1. Funeral services will be held there
today, October 3, in the Weinberg
Funeral Home parlor.
Mr. and Mrs. Mantle are in DuQuoin, having gone up on September 28.

ning service.
Miss Eva Johnson is visiting Mr.
Estes Cunningham is improved and Mrs. Bob Johnson.
and now able to be out again, afCharles A. Burns spent a week
ter being indisposed the past two recently with his mother, Mrs.
weeks.
Cassie Burns.

Ready-

Serve.

SELECT.•

SUPER RIGHT—CAt

Bacon z:

a true bourbon

SUPER RIGHT—FULI
Sem
Boni

Hiram Walker's

TEN HIGH
One of the fastest-growing
bourbons in the land
502-R

omt Nliuma
111
TEN NION
intal,7;;Zeso,
*Ntsitir
44.47:1=14.,
*

$1.25
Pint
$4.00
Fifth

HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL. • 86 PROOF

LUNCHEON SPECIAL
50c

Whiting

Running Late For The Ball Game

75.POUND ROAST BEEF?

*

* •

Glen and Pauline Hayes

It's quite a show. We prepare one every day
at THE DERBY. Off one that big you can
have from red rare to well done.
Our idea of a

Used Street Light Fixtures
And Steel Brackets

PineapF
Grape
dexo=
dexola
Ketchup
Cake MI

Margaril
CheeseS

HAMBURGER
-s pure ground beef, a

hot bun, onions and
I•ic.kle. Try one of ours.
They are really going for our

TWELVE O'CLOCK SPECIAL LUNCH.
here is a good one everyday and ready so
you can get it quick and still have time left on
your lunch hour.
Just 50c

FOR SALE

Turkey

FROZEN OCEAN F

Martin, Tennessee

served in the main ballroom
throughout the evening. For
resIetrvations call 587-2964,
Martin.

U.S.D.A. INSPECTE

NOW! A DAILY

Ever seen a

* Smorgasbord

SUPER RIGHT BEEI

Bologna

STRATA CLUB

* Seafood

Hams
Rib Roa__!

SUPER RIGHT BRA

Dine and Dance At The

* Steaks

Chuck 11
Ham

SOUTHERN STAR 4

*WALKER
2
cc

—or the Scout meeting—or just plain TIRED
of cooking? Pick up a bucket of our chicken;
it just takes 6 minutes to cook ... and goad
news for dieters: NO GREASE. 1-2 Chicken
85c; whole $1.50. At the restaurant, $1. for all
ou can eat. Kids under 6, 50c.

Now under new management
Orchestra every Saturday nite

SUPER RIGHT BEEF

It's a little early to think of it, but

CHRISTMAS MERCHANDISE
75; coming in at the Rebel Store every day.

ostume jewelry that is really different and
hown in the latest fashion magazines: wood
7teras by the load and the newest toys: West
entucky's most complete selection of Early
American pattern glass. Open every evening
till '9. We gift wrap and ship.

Kraft

Franc,
Dressi

Kraft Cra
MILD
10-02. Bar

570

Heir

Tomato
Vegetal:

Vegeta bl
or CI
3c

These fixtures can be seen at the Fulton Electric
System Warehouse located on Walnut •Cfreet.
If there is no one at the warehouse, please contact
the office at 418 Lake Street.

Fulion Electric System
418 Lake Street

Phone 56

THE

k Off I

DERBY

Pillsbur

RESTAURANT
AND REBEL STORE

SUPER RIGHT BEEF—CENTER CUT BLADE

Chuck Roast
5

SOUTHERN STAR CANNED

Ham

Ready-To-

Lb.

49

Lb.

$359

Can

Serve

SUPER RIGHT—CANADIAN STYLE

Bacon

Center Piece
Cryovac Wrapped
.

Lb. 990

SUPER RIGHT—FULLY COOKED

8::::•

Hams
Rib Roast

Whole

i

or

leas

Ribs

7-In.

lb. 89c

Cut

Fresh Frying Chickens

Lb.

45g

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED—Completely Boneless

SUPER RIGHT BRAUNSCHWEIGER OR
Sliced •

By

Bologna(

Bib
o I o5
g8nosi

tphis
e0•

FROZEN OCEAN FISH

2

5-Lb.

Whiting(

Box

Lb.
290

690 •••••••

Pineapple

SLA P
arv
ue
shaeod

7c

89g

Lb.

Turkey Roast

7c

Lb.

SUPER RIGHT BEEF (The King of the Roast)
lit 5 Ribs

CENTER CUT
ROUND

CHOICE CUT
SIRLOIN

PORTERHOUSE
OR T-BONE

lb.

I

1st 3

SUPER RIGHT BEEF IS NOT YOUNG IMMATURE BEEF--NOT RANGE-FED BEEF. SUPER
RIGHT BEEF IS FULLY MATURED GRAIN-FED BEEF. ONE LOW PRICE, AS ADVERTISED!

650
79f

Lb.

Half

Alf "NPAEL:tir-YRTEHETF" steak Sale
lb.

Lb. 59c

FRESH MUSHROOMS

JANE PARKER BAKED GOODS

c WHOLE

Cut-Up,
Split or
Quartered

9

1-Lb. 7
0
4yA-Oz.
Cans

5

No Limit.
None Sold
To Dealers

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
JANE PARKER ENRICHED WHITE

BREAD

Extra Saviiijs Th

70

Grape Jam 2 394t
dexo
.• 3 ::,; 530
dexola
39
14-oz. A
Ketchup
Cake Mixes 4
Lb.

Sultana

Jar

EIGHT O'CLOCK

,

Pure Vegetable

Shortening

Pure All-Purpose
Vegetable_011
7c Off
Ann Page

9it

(New Pack)

Bots.

EA:IP:"
Angel Food

1-Lb.
$1 00

Ctns

or Pimento

French or Miracle
Dressings—Your Choice

SHARP
10-0z. Bar

57C

53c

Sa e 10e

Mild 8 Mellow

af

Potatoes

28 Apples:::...
•

Grapes
Tomato
Soup
43g

Fancy
Red
Tokay

EXTRA SHARP
10-0z. Bar

U.S. No.1
White

IL:33 •gbtic
Lb.

Page

Self-Rising

Loaf

Jane

19c
Save

39°
Apple Pie
33°
Glazed Donuts
)33°
Date(Save
Cv.°)
Cake
Coffee
59°
Layer Cake
'.3- :59°
Potato Chips
)

Cherry
or Chocolat*
Iced
goner*

Ea.

4 icS;119°
Tomato Juice
%.aulitiower 25 Morfons salt 7,:r..1 7 2"10°
4
Yams
2 Lb.. 150 Chili
'
3ii-Sx;79
35 Fruit Drink
•

Mich.

8
v1/7,:e

)

944

(2c Ott)

Whole)Special

Golden

Kernel

oHrarfrilob:irroegr

(Save 100)

gd:

Box

Gpirn.eapptilave 111
(
Frui 13c

te
hrBR
S
Wulp
ee
ignhet

"
1Canle _ 5
11

A&P

Salel

11w0..
J., 29c
5-0z.
Sot 32c
8-0z.
Bot 32c

Boxes1-Lb.

Your

Choice

$139

25
5 49'
10'
Lb.
Bag

Main

Navy (Save 9c)
Pinto(Save 10c)
Or. North (Save 19c)

Sultana

Heinz Relish
Worchestershire 411,1".:
Heinz 57 Steak Sauce

I

Lb.
Bag

1-Lb.
1-0z.
Can

Handi-Wrap

100-Ft 1,90

Roll

i&

KLEENEX'
FACIAL TISSUES
(ate offi

88
3
of
600

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY, OCT. 5
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC YEA COMPANY, INC.

Pillsbury or Bollards

BISCUITS6

'T

Aristocrat

t25
FLOUR
Heinz Soups
Tomato
4 'Pan': 35° DRIED BEANS
Vegetable (8c off) 2'Z:,:z•21°
CORN (
29c
2
Cons

Lves

Sweet

Field

10V2-Oz.

11-13
;

2 25g
31°C n- c: 2901Crackers ::,kne....2

Sunny

Vegetable Beef, Mushroom
or Chicken Noodle

20 59c

"

All

Kraft Cracker Barrel Cheese
MILD
10-0z. Bar

3 Bag 149

11:1;bz:89
Pkgs

Margarine_ Nutiey
CheeseSpreacP:r°,::' 2r 69°

Kraft

COFFEE

Sot..

(2

11
/
4-Lb.

1%-Lb. A50
)

Cans
of 10
AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 1859

01,
,
•

KY
UC
NT
KE
SEE THE 1964 11 MOTOR COMPANY
CADILLACS MRS. OCTOSEP 3rd. 210 E.STATE LINE, FILTH
RUMMIES FRI. OMER 4th.
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Junior Class Elects Sally Pirtle Many New Books •McCONNEIL NEWS
Fulton High's Football HC Queen Are In Library

turned home with them.
Mrs. Veneida Moss has accepted
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell • employment at the Hillview Hospital in Fulton. She has been em•PIERCE STATION • DUKEDOM RT. 2
By Mrs. Charles Lowe
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
Bro. Ron Beckett of Freed- ployed at the Obion County GenHardeman College, Henderson, eral Hospital in Union City for
1•111111111MIP
"From the FIIS Kennel"
Tenn.,
local Church of Christ min- the pest three years.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvie Holland of
Our community was shocked
W. E. Howard is building a new
There are a marnber of new ister, and his family have returnSaturday afternoon over the sud- Detroit, Mr. and Mrs. Zollie Holldwelling on the Martin-Fulton
books
in
library,
the
ed
from
summer
several
vacation
of
spent
den death of Mrs. Christine and and Mrs. 011ie Bruce of Maywhich are especially interesting with their parents in Vancouver, highway near the Charley Gill
Pierce's mother, Mrs. Lon Green, field were guests of the Tremon
One
of these is "We Seven," a British Columbia. During his ab- residence.
who died in the Fulton Hospital. Rickmans Wednesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Shelley Farmer
truly
modern and twentieth cen- sence Bro. Bill Haynie acted as
Mr. and Mrs. Clon House and
We extend deepest sympathy to
recently purchased the building
tury
book.
book.
the:
The
authors,
minister.
the
Mrs.
Ruth Weems visited Mr. and
known as the old Church of Christ
the entire family. Mrs. Jeevise
the astronauts themselves, take
Mrs. Thomas Bondurant of building,
Pierce of Carvallos, Oregon is ar- Mrs. Clarence French Saturday.
which was converted
the reader With them on their Hickman is making her home with
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were
into a dwelling several years ago.
riving by plane this (Monday)
historic
flights.
her daughter, Mrs. Jordan Fer- They plan
morning to attend her mother's Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
to move within the next
"The American Heritage of In- guson, and family.
Mrs. B. G. Lowery. Other guests
funeral.
few days.
complete
history
a
all
dians"
is
of
Miss Vicki Ferguson spent SunBrad Caldwell Boggess received
Mrs. Jack Lowe received a mes- were Bud and Mrs. Hardston of
Indians with a colorful and com- day, September 22, with
Miss his Bob Cat award from Den 8,
sage Sunday of the sudden death Mayfield.
collection
prehensive
of
pictures.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor callRannah Sue Wheeler of South Ful- Pack 40, of the Cub Scouts of
of her cousin Ralph Hudson in
All teenagers are unerested in ton.
Arkansas. His body is being ed in the A. A. McGuire home
America at the Carr Institute
driving, but how many know the
brought back to Dyer, Tenn., his Saturday night for a while.
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell, Coun- auditorium on September 23. His
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Davis were
rules of safe driving? "Sports Il- ty Clerk for Weakley
former home. Mrs. Lowe will atCounty mother Mr,s. Dorita Caldwell Bogthe Saturday dinner guests of
lustrated, Book of Safe Driving" Farmers Home
tend the funeral Tuesday.
Administration, gess and Mrs. Sonny Puckett are
is a recently published book on Dresden, attended an area
Mrs. Mancil Roach spent two Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman,
meet- his den mothers.
this subject.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
days in Memphis last week with honoring Mr. Rickman on his
ing in Jackson recently.
The John Newberry Medal is
Bobby
McCord on the birth of
her daughter, who was injured in birthday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Albert
1Carner of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews
given to books of high excellence.
their baby boy, Joe Glenn. Also,
a car wreck. Her husband and litLouis
visited
St.
Mrs.
L.
T.
CaldSeated
in
the
swings
of Fulton High School are the 1963-1964 Football Two of Elizabeth George Spease's
to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby McConnell
tle three year old daughter Were were Saturday night supper guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Butch McClain. Homecoming Queen candidates. They are:(R to L) Queen Sally Pirtle, novels have received this award. well and family on September 18. of Fulton on the birth
also injured.
of a baby
Mrs. Oscar Newman, children daughter.
Forrest Darnell remains in the
these, 'The Bronze Bow,"
Mrs. McConnell is the
Miss Paula Long spent the week
and her attendents - Anita Bondurant, Barbara Brown, and Mary De- One of
is the novel of a boy driven by and grandchildren spent a week former Peggy Wilhaucks, daughend in Harris. Term., the guest of Baptist Hospital in Memphis. We Myer.
wish for him a speedy recovery.
patriotism for his native country recently vacationing in the Smoky ter of Mr. and Mrs. James WilMiss Dona Mayri`ard.
Mountains.
during the Roman occupation.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire
haucks, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Cashon and
"From
the
Kennel"
FIIS
Mr. and Mrs. Thad Parrish and
third,
fourth.
and
seniors
the
Witch
Blackbird
"The
of
Pond,"
called
on
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Dal
Gilchildren of Fulton visited his
The two highest magazine sales- also by Elizabeth Spease, is the sons, Larry and David, spent Sungrandmother, Mrs. Myrtle Orleans, liam Friday night for a while.
The greatest highlight at the
men
received watches and the story of a high-spirited girl and day, September 22, with his moth- JOIN THE BANANA BUNCH
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Tommie
Moore
Sunday afternoon. Mrs. Orleans is
beginning of the school year is the
next two got pillow-blankets. The her rebellion against bigotry. The er, Mrs. J. M. Parrish, and siswere Sunday dinner guests of Mrs. annual magazine sale
still on the sick list.
and election top ten salesmen
were Terry story climaxes in a terrifying hunt ter, Mrs. Cody Fankbonner, and
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Ragsdale Olga Taylor. Mr. and Mrs. Solo- of the homecoming queen.
Thomas, Sally Pirtle, Barbara and a breath-taking trial.
husband of Salem, Illinois.
of Centralia, Ill, have returned mon Dobson were also guests.
This ycar's candidates Were Bar- Brown, Jane Warren, Mike CampMr. and Mrs. J. W. Creek of
These
just
are
a
of
few
new
the
Mr.
and
Colie
Mrs.
Aldridge
home after a two weeks vacation
bara Brown, freshman; Anita bell, Carolinda Hales, Andy Batts, books which will soon be avail- Malden, Missouri spent the night
with relatives here and in Duke- have sold their home in Dukedom Bondurant, sophomore;
Sally Pir- Carol Dunn, Tom Bushart, and able in the library.
of September 18 with her sister,
to Mrs. Lucille Brown. The Aldom.
tle, junior; and Mary DeMyer, Mary DeMyer. The school raised a
Mrs. Fritz Moss, while enroute to
dridges
will
move
to Clinton to
Mr. and Mrs. Almus Polsgrove
senior. They were nominated by total of $2,943.47.
Florida to spend the winter.
and family visited in Martin Sun- be near their daughter.
Sally Pirtle, the candidate from
Mrs. Fritz Moss and Lana Joe
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson visit- the football players.
day.
All the classes worked hard to the victorious Junior Class, is the
Moss spent Monday night, SepJack Lowe is on the sick list, ed the Boyd Caseys Saturday elect their candidate
queen, and Homecoming Queen for the 1963tember 16, with her sister, Mrs.
night.
suffering from a back ailment.
there
was
much
competition
in 64 season. She is the daughter of
Pete Crane, and son in Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor were
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Roberts
the money-making projects. Be- Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pirtle of Water
Mrs. Doris Moss spent a week
of Paducah visited Mr. and Mrs. guests of Mrs. Rose Brann Sunday sides selling magazine
subscrip- Valley. Barbara Brown is the first
recently with her husband in
afternoon
in the home of Mr. and
"From the FHS Kennel"
Bud Stem a while Sunday aftertions, the classes held candy and attendant. The second attendant
Mrs. Manley Russell.
The Fulton High chapter of the Belleville, Illinois, where he is
noon.
bake sales. For the third straight is the sophomore candidate, Anita
and
Mr.
Mrs.
T.
Quill and Scroll won for the first employed.
"MIL
C. House and
Antennas Installed
Mrs. Roy Vowell visited her
Mrs. Ruth Weems ate Sunday din- year the Junior Class elected their Bondurant. Mary DeMyer, the sen- time the Chapter Activities Award
ner with Mr. and Mrs. Don Stark. candidate queen. The freshmen ior candidate, is the third attend- for the 1962-63 school year. The son, Thomas Vowell, and family in
came in second, the sophomores ant.
Estas Cunningham is much imchapter rated "Honorable Men- Louisville and daughter, Mrs.
proved and plans to go back to
tion" for its various activities Dick Cummings, and family in
Inlaid Linoleum and Vinyl
Lexingtcm, Ky. Jim Vowell and
work in the bank soon. .
spanning the year.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Moore called
TELEVISION
A few of the past activities of family visited Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Wall-To-Wall
on the Oliver Taylors Sunday
the Quill and Scroll include the Cummings over the wesek end and
FREE ESTIMATE
306
Main
Phone 307
following: preparation of a fresh- his mother, Mrs. Roy Vowell reEASY TERMS
man pamphlet, a Christmas tea
RUSSIA ADDS SHEEP
UPH(ILSTER Y. ALL FLIN'DS
given for the publication staff and
Washington — The world's
Rov.
faculty, the Kennel banquet at
sheep population totals 991,000,000
which the Citizenship Award is
head, up 3,500,000 from 1962. RusS. P. MOORE & CO.
presented, the Honor's Day prosia's
sheep
total
is
up
17
percent
Phone 58
gram
at the conclusion of the
from
the
1956-60 average, North
Commercial Avenue
school year, and panel discussions
America's total is off 3 percent.
over the radio.

T

0.&S Receives
Activities Award

SERVICE
REPAIRS -

ARMSTRONG

ROPER

Miss America Will
Attend Festival Here

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOB YOUR

"From the FHS Kennel"
Donna Axum, Miss America of
1963, will reign supreme over the
first annual International Banana
Festival in Fulton, November 9,
The new teachers at Fulton High this year are: (L to R) Mr.
Billy launching her day with banana
Sensing, Mrs. Marian Richardson, Miss Nancy Ward, and Miss Janet pancakes and endinkt
with a formAllen.
al "Queen's Ball" that night.
Fulton may well be the world's
largest re-destributor of bananas.
Carloads of the fruit are brought
here from Southern parts. At the
Illinois Central railroad yards,
they are re-iced and shipped on
to become banana puddings and
the like on tables throughout
"From the FHS Kennel"
Among the many eager faces at America.
The entire week will be set
Fulton High this year are five new
aside as "Banana Week" and may
members of the faculty. Miss Janet
include such activities as a baAllen, a native Fultonian, is teachnana shoot contest between the
ing biology, general science, and
governors of Tennessee and Kenphysical science this year. Miss
tucky on the state border which
Allen received her Bachlor of Arts
divides this city.
degree from Murray State and has
Parades, beauty pageants and
spent the past year teaching at
the distribution of free bananas
Manual in Louisville.
Solid, swift, silent Super Torque Ford for '64! Bred in open competition, built
will be typical of the gaiety planThe history department has been
ned for the week. Banana ice
for total performance. Hundreds of pounds heavier, it's smoother, steadier
filled by Miss Nancy Ward. Miss
cream will be served, of course.
than any other car in its field.
Ward's home is in Jackson, TenA banana bake-off is Planned
nessee, where she received her
with prizes for the best recipes
Bachelor of Arts degree from
calling for the Twin Cities' favorUnion University.
ite fruit.
Mrs. Marian Richardson, now
Various events of the festival
teaching in the language depart- in
addition to those already
ment, is also a graduate of Mur- named
include a hootenanny, winray State. Mrs. Richardson has dow
displays, hospitality booths,
taught in Graves, Calloway, and
banana-eating contest, distribuBallard Counties.
tion of free bananas, possibly
Mr. Billy Sensing, the new
suspended by bunches on downrnathmatics teacher, is a recent town
parking meters, and serving
graduate of South Fulton and he
of the world's largest banana pudreceived his degree from UTMB.
ding.
The popular new head coach,
Frank McCann, is a native Pennsylvanian, but he admits to being
New '64 Falcon—great new big-car
a converted "sou'herner." Coach
look, great new ride, same great
McCann also recAved his degree
old economy! Plushest ride ever
from UTMB. Last year he was an
assistant cc'i in Greenwood,
built into a compact!
South Carolina.

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
• FARM LOANS
OFFICE rams $
208 MAIN STREET
rwzoN, KENTUCKY

Fulton High Has
New Teachers

WALKER'S
DELUXE
The elegant straight bourbon
that's aged twice as long
as a lot of others. Enjoy
extra years of mellowness
at no extra cost.

What's new? This year
only your Ford Dealer
can say 'Everything!'

SALVATION PICKUP
The truck from the Men's Social
Service Center of Memphis of the
Salvation Army will be in Fulton
on Monday, October 7. Call the
Chamber of Commerce, phone 43,
for pickup service on that date.

New'64 Fairlane ...family

car with sports-car feel!
New elegance in and out.
Priced very low.., proved

out by over a billion ownerdriven miles!

S. P. MOORE'& CO.
207 Commercial

TODAY-MIMIPERRIMANCE

VARDEN - GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY
PHONE 42

FULTON, KY.

Phone 58
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get TopValue Stamps
and Save...Save...Save

Present This Coupon

100 EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS

—Slip Covers; seat covers
—Upholstering (all kinds:
modern and antique
—Draperies
—Awnings. tarpaulins

JAMES HAZELWOOD

Sonl
Is P
Pau

With $3.00 or More Purchase

CAYCE TEXACO SERVICE
CAYCE,
KENTUCKY

Name _
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For
UTMI
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Address
COUPON EXPIRES OCTOBER 12, 1902
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Sorbonne Study
Is Planned By
Paula Durbin

Joe Woodside, Mary Ann Simpson _ Carolyn Riddle And David Austin Page 7
Wed In Lovely Home Ceremony Are Married In Milburn Ceremony

of the bride, was bridesmaid. They
wore identical frocks of mint
green silk taffeta and matching
tulle veils secured to tiny jeweled
tiaras. Their bouquets were white
rosebuds and white shag mums.
Charles Austin attended nis brother as best man and ushers were
Sam Miller of St. Louis and James
Green of Fulton.
Immediately following the ceremony an informal reception- was
held in the church parlor, after
which the couple left for an unannounced wedding trip. They are
now making their home in St.
Louis.

Miss Paula Durbin, daughter of
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Paul J. Durbin
has gone to Paris for a year's
study at the Sorbonne_ She will
study many French subjects, incluing grammar, phonetics and
literature.
Miss Durbin has been attending
the University of Hawaii. She is
an almost straight A student and
is well versed in French, which
were two of the qalifications required to study at the Sorbonne.
On her retslirn from France, she
will have one semester of college
to complete.

Trinity Church Is
Building New Home

Miss Clark And
Eugene Sobba
Will Be Married

1

Construction was begun . last
week on the new vicarage for the
Trinity Episcopal Church minister
and his family. The house is being built on land adjacent to the
church on Vine and Wells Avenue
and will face Vine Street. It will
be a 1 1-2 story Williamsburg red
brick, with seven rooms and a
basement - three bedrooms, a
study, living room, dining room,
kitchen and two baths.
The new vicarage is scheduled
for completion on December 1.

Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark of
Route 2, Fulton, Kentucky announce the engagement of their
daughter, Mary Alice, to Mr.
Richard Eugene Sobba of Burlington, Kansas.
Miss Clark is a 1962 graduate
of South Fulton High School,
while Mr. Sobba graduated from
Burlington High School in 1958.
Both are presently employed by
the Continental Coffee Company
in Chicago, Illinois.
The wedding will take place in
St. Alphonsus Church in Chicago
on November 30, 1963, at 11:00
a. m. A reception will be held in
the home of Mr. Sobba's aunt im
mediately following the ceremony.
No invitations will be sent, but
friends and relatives are invited.

•

Senor Citizens Meet
Today To See Picture
The Senior Citizens' Club will
meet today (Thursday) at 2:30
p. m. in the dining room of the
First Methodist Church.
Mrs. W. L. Cottrell will present
"a black-light" picture, which will
be followed by a parody on the
television program, "You Don't
Say." All denominations welcome.
For transportation call 420-M or
1244.

Martin, Tennessee
UTMB Field House

Mrs. Joe Woodside

The bride wore a street length
model of all white, featuring a
pleated skirt, and pinned at her
shoulder was a white orchid. Her
only attendant was Mrs. Helen
Gadberry, matron of honor.

Security Agency. He is presently
employed as assistant manager
for Friendly Finance, Incorporated
in Fulton.

Following the wedding cereThe bridegroom was attended
mony, an informal reception was
by L.. A. Simpson as best man.
held in the home of the bride's
Mrs. Woodside graduated from parents, after which the young
Cayce High School and from Mur- couple left for a wedding trip to
ray State College and is presently Kentucky Lake. They are now at
teaching in the Cunningham, Ken- home at 110 -West State Line in
tucky elementary school.
Fulton..

Mr. and Mrs. David Lee Austin
The wedding of-Miss Carolyn Lee Riddle, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Joel Riddle of Milburn, Ky., and David
Lee Austin, son of Mrs. Virginia Austin of Fulton, Ky.,
was solemnized at two o'clock in the afternoon on the
seventeenth day of August in the First Baptist Church
of Milburn. The impressive double ring ceremony was
read by Rev. Lloyd Wilson. Guests were limited to relatives and close friends.
Preceding the ceremony Gerald
Glover, organist, of Murray, Ky.,
presented a program of nuptial
music, including Entreat Me Not To
Leave Thee (Song -of Ruth), Because, I Love You Truly and the
traditional wedding marches.

white chantilly lace created by
Bridal Originals. Her chapel
length veil fell from a jeweled
tiara and she carried a white Bible
topped with a white orchid, showered with white rosebuds and
white satin love kn-is.

Giant Baby Beef Sale By The Side, Cut Up For Freezer. . .
SIRLOIN STEAK . . Lb. 79c
BEEF . .
T- BONE STEAK. . .Lb. 89c SHORT RIB of BEEF
SHOULDER
Relit
"GL.Is".
"T. . . Lb. 49c
BEEF .
STEAK RIBS . . . Lb. 69c
..

:iram WaIkerb
a

GI

FIFTH $3.75 — PINT $2.35 —

*Imported BotanicaN
make it extra smooth
Tonight, enjoy the crystal-(, -y
gin with the extra quality of
Imported Botanicals — mAe
according to an old English
formula—by Hiram Walker,
now in its second century of
distilling leadership.

RDyid- Caitadiftil2L

' The Sweetest Music
This Side of Heaven"
Reserve Seats .. $3.00
General Adm. .. $2.50
For Tickets Write
Gene Stanford
UTMB - Martin, Tenn.
Enclose stamped envelope

—Sponsored By—
Martin Rotary Club

•

Distilled London Dry Gin • 90 Proof • Distilled from
100% American Grafts
Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc., Peoria, Illinois

Lb. 49c

Lb. 39c
Lb. 29c
Lb. 25c
Lb. 29c
RUMP ROAST . . Lb. 49c
aG
ifili

IN

if
R

TOPPY BRAND

BACON .

•

•

Lb. 49c

ROUND 411
LB.

TENDER
BABY
BEEF

LIBBY'S 4 oz. CANS

JUL

PINT $1.20

FRESH

11
PERSON

Ma-

BATTER UP!
The Lions Club program on September 27 was in charge of Ward
Johnson, whose subject was "Baseball," Frank Beadles, Bob Binford
and W. L. Holland made interesting talks on ball players. In addition to the members, eleven guests
were present.

0.

The bridegroom graduated from
Fulton High School and attended
Mrs. Jessie Brown and Mrs.
The lovely-young bride was givMurray State College. He spent Clara Nix visited Mrs. Martha
Miss Anneta Tolbird of Cunthree years in Germany while ser- Croft in Fulton a few days
last en in marriage by her rather. She ningham, Ky. was made -of honor
ving in the United States Army week.
wore a ballerina length gown of and Miss Mary Jean Riddle, sister
1411111111r

Sunday, Oct. 27
3 P. AL

1.1114011tOni

The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
October 4: Mary Ann Fields,
Anece Minyard, Mignon Draughn,
Tyrus McKinney, Mrs. Wilma
Wyatt, Linda Shuck, Ralph Breeden, Mrs. Ivan Brady, Mrs. Josie
McClanahan, Mrs. Bob Hyland;
October 5:Mrs. Bill Reese,
Bobby Matthews, Richard Connaughton;
October 6: Mrs. Warren Graham
October 7: Carolyn Johns,
David Cunningham, Jerry Barnes,
Michael Cantrell, Loraine Fields,
Audrilla Wade, Vera Lee Smith,
Pearl Eudy; October 8: Rebekah
Powell, Vava Finch, Willis Elliott
Mrs. M. E. Berry; October 9: Mrs.
Carl Puckett, Sr., Judy Gatewood,
Phyllis Faulkner; October 10:
Mrs. Bob McKnight, Mrs. Effie
Winston, Arlis Spraberry, Gene
Hardy, Eddie Miller, Carl Croft.

There's a
mighty good reason.*
to insist on

FOOD STORES

FASHIONLD

CONCERT

SAPPY BIRTHDAY

1

e of Miss Mary Ann Simpson, daughter
Lions Ladies To of Mr.Theandmarriag
Mrs. A. Simpson of Cayce, Kentucky, and Joe
F. Woodside, son of Mrs. Oakley Woodside and the late
Gather Rummage Rev.
Woodside, took place in the home of the bride's parat eight o'clock in the evening on September 20,
For Big Benefit ents
1963, with Rev. Freeman Davis officiating.
Joe Treas, president of the
Lions Club, has announced October 18 and 19 as the dates for
their annual rummage sale, which
will be held in the Cooke Building, next to Killebrew's Flower
Shop on Commercial Avenue.
The Lions ladies are in charge
of the sale, with the following
committee in charge: Mrs. J. Ward
Johnson, chairman; Mrs. Jim Huffine and Mrs. Joe Treas. These and
other ladies will be at the Cooke
Building on October 17 to receive
donations. Anyone having donations for the sale and no way to
get them to the sale location,
please call Mrs. Johnson at 877
prior to October 17.
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VIENNA SAUSAGE. 5 For $1.00
FoilibmiaNAT . . 10 Cans $1.00
GRAPES TOKAY . . . Lb. 10c
TURNIPS • •
Lb. 10c
CORN BEEF, HASH . . . 10c
BEEF STEW .
. . . 49c
TURNIP GREENS
2 Lbs. 2k
PURPLE TOP

LIBBY'S 15 1-2 CAN

LIBBY'S

24 oz. CAN

UOME GROWN

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTILIES

CHUCK
LB.I

BABY BEEF
TENDER
BLADE CUT

TOMATO JUICE
FRUIT COCKTAIL

LIBBY'S

Humko Oil 12
SWIFT ICE MILK . . . .

$1
LIB 4/1 3c.$1

46"CANS

QUART

1-2 GALLON .

49c

SHOTGUN SHELLS wholesale.
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boxes or more. Deader Sportin.
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polisher
floor
electric
and
trade
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No.
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September, 1963, are the respon- thereof; and under the authority of
sibilities of (Seller) Est. of Thad the Act of Congress approved
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United States Attest*,
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Kentucky
Louisville,

World War One Vets HOSPITAL NEWS
To Meet Al Seven PM
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* Complete professional dry cleaning
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* Drive In Window for your convenience
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"From the FHS Kennel"
The Fulton Chanter of the Future Homemakers of America met
Wednesday, September 18, in the
farm roon Mary Virginia Page,
president, opened the meeting and
presided over the business session.
The song leader, Mae Mann led
the group in the state F. H. A.
song and the F. H. A. prayer song.
The contributors to the FHS Forum are: (L. to R.) Mr. Sensing, Ron- The minutes of the last meeting
were read by the secretary, Marnie Wall, Sara Jane Poe, and Cathy Campbell.
gartt Poe. and the 'reasurer's report was given by Judy Olive.

Students, Teacher Express Views
Concerning Regulation Of Boxing
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"From the FHS Kennel"
Question: Should boxing 1.,e
banned?
Ronnie Wall—Yes, I do think
boxing should be banned. Since
the beginning of boxing we have
heard of or read of fatal injuries
inflicted from blows to the head,
eyes, and body.
Boxing, like many other sports,
has a large following and is the
favorite sport of many people. The
only thing that I can see good in
boxing is the great workout of the
body during training. Although it
may not seem so, boxing is very
invigorating.
As for myself I think boxing
will someday be banned.
Cathy Campbell—Boxing, as a
whole, is a very dangerous sport.
In many cases brain damage has
occurred and lives have even'been
lost.
Why should someone take the
chance of losing his life when he
could make something worthwhile
of himself and thus be an asset to
the world?
Boxing has become increasingly
popular in the past few years and
why I do not know. How could
anyone enjoy watching such a
brutal sport?
Mr. Sensing — Since the dawn
of creation when Adam punched
Eve on the kisser after she pulled
him into the same delusive ring
in which she had been earlier
duped, man has been in perpetual
contention in all weight classifications. Today there is much
speculation on abolishing this ancient sport, which has endured
the centuries, on the basis of, or
because of, the accelerated mortality rate. But isn't this the product of flimsy reasoning since
football and little league baseball
are also experiencing this inflation?
This small delegation of repugnant individuals is not without a
reasonable gripe since boxing is
in a rut—not the sport itself, but
its management. Notorious gangsters are often associated with
boxing, and political corruption is
a well-known evil.
Optimistically I still proclaim
that "banning boxing is baloney,"
but I just as emphatically declare
that a good housecleaning is needed, and better management would
be a blessing to all sport enthusiasts.
Sara J. Poe—Boxing can be

Belgium Graduate
Student Addresses
Assembly At FHS
"From the FHS Kennel"
Wedesday, September 11, the
students and faculty of Fulton
High heard a speech given by Leo
Goovaerts, a goodwill ambassador
from Belgium.
His speech was concerned mainly with the Common Market. Mr.
Goovaerts stated that the Common
Market is one of the first of many
steps toward the political union of
Evirope. He discussed DeGaulle
and France's part in Europe and
mentioned that Europe is more
important to the United States
and the U. S. S. R. than are Japan
and India.
Mr. Goovaerts is a twenty-three
year-old graduate student at the
University of Brussels. He took his
bachelor's degree in law and is
now working toward a doctorate,
after which he hopes to return to
United States to study at Harvard.
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Varied Summer Jobs Game Audiences Enjoy forms,
time with ;- exhibition of forma
and playing. Thy ende
"From the FHS Kennel"
Performances Of Band tions
their half-t.;:ne show with th
After the primary thrill of summer vacation wore off, a great
sensation to get a job swept over
the student body.
Marshall Burgess took his
old position on the lifeguard
stand at Willow Plunge. He was
accompanied this summer by
Gerald Bradley and Jerry Kell.
Tom Bushart and Judy Hoodenpyle were lifeguards at the country club. Glenn Exum, Jerry Elliott, Terry Willingham, and Ken
Morgan spent the summer as counselors at Boy Scout Camp, while
Chuck Pawlukiewicz served drinks
at the country club, and -Jimmy
Yates directed activities at the
park. Don Green, Terry Beadles,
and Richard Fry preferred to keep
it in the family by working for
their fathers. The vast majority,
however, took their usual positions
at a as pump, behind a lawn mower, at the wheel of a tractor, icing
railroad cars, and filth- grocery
bags.

Leading the band down the field
was high-stepping John Reed, who
is the Drum Major. Just behind
him were the three smart-strutting
majorettes—Nancy Latta,
senior; Sally Hall, senior; and
ane Edwards, junior. As a special
thrill they did a twirling routine
while the band played.

JOIN THE BA!:ANA BUNCB

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

LIQUORS

Success car/64 e ition

".,

Navy Program
Offers Eligible
rellege Degrees

'•

Young men between the ages of
17 and 21 who desire a college
education now are eligible to apply for the 1964 Naval Reserve Officers Training educational program, according to Captain H. D.
Commander of the
Durham,
NROTC unit at the University of
Louisville.
The program pays successful
applicants' college tuition, cost of
textbooks, other fees of instructional nature, plus retainer pay of
$50 a month for a period of four
years.
Upon graduation, applicants are
comrnisfioned in the Navy and
serve one year of active duty for
each year of college financed by
the Navy. NROTC graduates are
on equal career basis with Naval
Academy graduates.

The car that answers the question,

STORE AL S UP 400 PCT.

"After their'63 model, what in the

NEW YORK — Food-store advertising has increased 400 per
cent in the past 10 years, nearly
twice as much as advertising by
food manufacturers.

:::•:5;i:..:N:-(•••••••••••• •
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.
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„

world will Pontiac do for '64?"

It wasn'A easy, topping our supersuccessful '63. But we did it, with trim
new styling • handsome new interiors.
a smoother, quieter ride • Wide-Track

stability • 389-cu. in. Trophy V-8 power
in every model • Isn't this what other
cars wish they looked and acted like
'64 Pontiac Pontiac
and don't?

plus a whole new,kind of Pontiac.

BOTH
NOW
Jou

Adding to the glory of the engagement with Sharon, the Fulton
High Band made its LrEt appearance of the season.

traditional formation of the "F
and the fight song.

The group voted to have a bake
sale in the near future in order to
ANDREWS
purchase material to make drapThe forty-six member band,
eries for the Home Economics
Jewelry
Company
dressed in their new blue uniroom. It was decided by the group
compared to football. Football is to sell cook books again this year
quite an active sport in junior as a club project.
high. The game becomes more imMrs. DeMyer handed out the
portant in high school, so rougher
boys are demanded. In college, Junior and Chapter F. H. A. decoaches want the biggest, meanest grees to the girls who had satisboys they can find because the op- factorily completed the requireposition is tougher and these ments. A degree is obtained by
games are important to a larger doing a home project, a school
number of students and fans. In project, and a community project.
SHE'LL BE STARVED!
HE'S GETTIN7 THERE
the men
professional football
Marshall—"Going to have dinCorner 4 • & Ky. Ayes; Across from Puckett Service Statics
A few relaxers were enjoyed
make their living playing football
M.—"Have
any
of
your
the
recreaMrs.
group
led
by
tonight?"
by
the
ner
anywhere
BUEL ROGERS, General Mgr. Phone 1100 May we serve yon?
and the better the team, the larger
Jane — (eagerly)—"Why, no, childhood hopes bcen realized?"
the salary. Therefore, they are tional leader, Carreen Harrison.
A complete line of Liquor, Wine, Beer
Mr. M. — "Yes, when Mother
going to do anything that is legal The meeting closed with all mem- not that I know of."
wished
that
F.H.A.
creed
in
used
to
pull
my
hair
I
repeating
the
bers
Marshall—"Gee,
you'll
be
aw"IT'S CHEAPER — BUY THE CASE"
to stop the team from scoring. The
fully hungry by morning!"
I didn't have any."
same thing is true in boxing. The unison.
higher the stakes, the routgher the
match is going to be. Boxing
should be strictly controlled by
certain rules and regulations to
prevent tragedies such as have
occurred in the past.
Boxing is a sport apjoyed by a
great many American* As long as
it is held within certain limitations, it should continue as th,
great entertainment that it is.

TAKE YOUR PICK!
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$1.45
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$45.75 Case of Fifths

GLENMORE
GOLD
4

OLD 6srE ABOEiD
BOND STRAIGHT
100 PROOF

90 PROOF

*STILLED A110 BOTTLED IT CLOWN DISTIU.ERIES COMM. LOOISVILLE-01/0460110. NEMO

If you've been buying the same

low-priced car time after time,
get ready to break the habit.

What's new with Tempest for '64? Practically everything. New 215-cubic inch
in-line 6•longer,roomier body • wider
Wide-Track • new smooth-riding sus-

pension • new brakes • new steering •
new frame • If a car like this won't
break that habit, nothing will. Check
your dealer! '64 Pontiac Tempest

SEE THE ONLY DEALER WHO SELLS THE WIDE-TRACK CARS—YOUR AUTHORIZED PONTIAC DEALER

KING MOTOR COMPANY, INC.
101 West State Line

South Fulton. Tenn.

-set

CHAMPION BUYER OF A CHAMPION STEER

GRAND CHAMPION
Blue Ribbon
BEEF SALE!

1

COME AND VISIT
The
Mobile Redemption Center
.....

3E
,i;47

FRIDAY ALL
SATURDAY DAY

See the display of
DISTINGUISHED
MERCHANDISE
available with
41i GREEN STAMPS

SAVE lec

DAVIS

Don't Forget To Come By And Get Some Of
The TENDEREST BEEF In The State of
Tennessee.

,

s

Livestock Show WedRECORD BREAKER — Bill Bard's Hereford steer, Grand Champion of the Junior
record as well,
. the Obion ('ounty Fair, set an all time 0bion county record and a state-wide
nesday at
South Fulton for $1.35 a
as the animal was sold Wednesday night to the Pig gb -Wiggly Supermarket of
set last year when
record
the
exceeds
paid
far
pound. The prime animal weighed 994 pounds. The price
Mrs. Gene Bard of
and
Mr.
of
the E. W. James Supermarket of Union City paid $1.06. Bill is the son
Steve Lindsey, local
South Fulton. Young Bill, barely tall enough to be seen, is pictured above with
Piggly -Wiggly manager.
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3 LB.PKG

SLICE JOWL

12 oz. JAR

SWIFTS WORTHMORE

FRESH

STEAK __ Lb. 49c

BACON __ Lb. 49c

OYSTERS ___ 99c

49c

BOILING

BACON ____ $1.00

PORK

Lb. Pkg.

BEEF ___ Lb. 29c
CHUNK STYLE

BOLOGNA Lb. .29c

ARMOUR'S POTTED

The
funds
day, (
$2000
as the
to mai
activit
area, 1
this w
The
sonabl
stated,
eral yE
this m
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Piggly Wiggly pays all-time High For
Grand Champion Steer Al Union City
In a show of civic pride for a
3 - 46 oz. CANS
South Fulton neighbor, the Piggly GOLD INN
Wiggly Supermarket last week set
or MI•MIIMI
an all-time Tennessee record cd
MONEY ORDERS
$1.35 per pound in bidding successfully for the Grand Champion!Df the Junior Livestock show at '
the Obion County fair in Union
City.
The grand champion animal,
weighing in at 994 pounds and
judged prime, was awarded to
Piggly Wiggly in a spirited bidding
duel with three other competitors,
Flavor Kist
all from Union City.
The Hereford steer was raised
little Bill Bard of South Fulton.
by
S
SUGAR COOKIE
Steve Lindsey, local store manager, told . The .News this week,
that the animal is now being pro11 oz. Pkg.
cessed and will be offered to local FANCY LILY
buyers in about two weeks in a
special sale of grand champion
53c
Pink SaliECan
29c
beef.

Rorzayiezeo

PINEAPPLE JUICE __ ti

Flavor Kist Crackers lb. Box 31.

SNOWDRIFT
3 LB. CAN
69c

KRAFT OIL
48 oz. Decanter
79c

ali
K

TREASURE BAY
Miracle

Whip

M.Jar

AMERICAN BEAUTY
Tomato - Veg. Soup.

KRAFT'S CHEESE

49c

10 1-2 CAN
.

10c

CORN
Case of 24 Cans
$3.29

PORK & BEANS
Case of 24 Cans
$1.99

ARMOUR'S POTTED

MEAT
Case of 24 Cans
$2.40

HENDERSON • 10LBS

T. J.
and eq
us a le
one he
time. V
one he
makes
It's full
few qui

Oysters

4 -8 oz.

Cans

24 oz.

UGAR
S
c

$1.00

ARMOUR'S
Beef Stew

For i
us to fi
in this
portanli
that do
Would
enough
attic oi
give us
in turn
Burke.

35

$1.00 Black Peppyoz.Can

4 - 16 oz. Cans

FLOUR
25 LB. BAG
$1.49

PRIDE of ILLINOIS

BLUE RIBBON

.
SAVE

PLYMOUTH

LYS

BRIGHT STAR

Can

49c

89
R
l
NE
Vo
HI
TOK
GRAPES lb. 10c
POTATOES VAV• 690
II MUNI
U. S. NO. 1 RED WISCONSIN

GIVIEtne
TRAM
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DESSERT

WEEK ...

THIRD BIG WEEK — Now through Saturday,
Oct. 5th. Join the thousands who started their
sets last week. No limit on the number of pieces
you can buy—one for each five dollars in purchases. See the schedule below for remaining
weekly offers, then hurry on out to Piggly Wiggly, your friendly food store.

The Featured Item This Week Is The
DESSERT DISH
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